MultiCam in Automotive

High Accuracy and Freedom of Movement
in Large Volumes
Throughout the various design stages in the automotive industry, fast data capture is required. Leapfrogging reduces
efficiency and more importantly, accuracy. Also, the application and removal of reference stickers or other markers is a
large overhead in material and personnel. MultiCam makes all of these tasks history and saves both cost and time.

Extend your measurement volume
MultiCam’s applications in the automotive industry showcase its
strengths in regard to accuracy and measurement volume.
This new functionality lets you add additional cameras
to Metronor’s DUO systems to extend the high-accuracy
measurement volume. The main advantage MultiCam provides
is the freedom of movement in the extended volume. Cameras
positioned around the car allow the operator to complete all
measurements in a single session without ever thinking about
any repositioning.

Using the best tool for each task
Combining MultiCam with Metronor’s strengths of probing
and sticker-free scanning, the car coordinate system can be
accurately established, features probed, and large data sets
scanned. The operator can even switch freely between probing
and scanning during the measurement process without having
to perform any type of calibration or reset. Using MultiCam
means that high-accuracy features such as slots or design lines
can be added at any time, no matter where on the car’s exterior.

Possible configuration of MultiCam for probing and scanning

Temperature control
It is best practice to use stability units for static setups. The
stability units compensate for temperature shifts over longer
periods of time. The stability modules have gone through
extensive testing in heat chambers to compensate for a
wide range of temperature shifts. The modules will correct
the photogrammetry of the DUO pairs in the background, in
addition to the system checking itself for accuracy, as displayed
by the sigma value in the Metronor software.
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Metronor
MultiCam Measurement Solution
Working with Metronor MultiCam
Set up the cameras in the room with the help of the
camera viewer in the Metronor software
Select all camera pairings you would like to work with
Perform the bar dance to set up the photogrammetry
for these pairings
The photogrammetry automatically ties in different
coordinate systems into one shared, global set-up

About Metronor
Metronor is a privately held ISO 9001 certified
high technology company headquartered outside
Oslo, Norway. Metronor has developed a range
of high accuracy, large volume, portable electrooptical coordinate measuring systems that provide
excellent return on investment for customers, as well as
facilitate a highly efficient dimensional management of
manufacturing processes.
Metronor’s Industrial Systems Business Unit
Metronor’s range of portable coordinate measuring
machines and scanning systems offers the best
measurement capabilities, high accuracy, large
measurement volumes, reliability, and robustness.

Performance Specifications

Metronor DUO
Accuracy Scan

U95 = +/- (0.035 + L/70000) mm

Accuracy Probe

U95 = +/- (0.020 + L/70000) mm

Pilot customers have reported typical accuracy
improvements of at least 30% when using MultiCam
compared to the Metronor DUO specifications.

For more details, please see the MultiCam datasheet.

Over 600 leading companies around the world use our
systems, confirming our multi-application capabilities daily
All Metronor systems share common core components that can
be extended over the lifetime of the system. For this reason, our
systems always adapt to the requirements of our customers.
For more information: www.metronor.com
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